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Abstract 
A double precision security based application is presented on one-time pad (OTP) technique cryptography 

using quantum three-pass protocol (QTPP) for subsequent encoding and decoding of plaintext(s). The 

encoding message first transformed to quantum state, called photon particles, used as qubit, and after 

encoding that quantum state is rotated randomly by an angle    for each quantum bits. For the same, both 

parties agree over a random shared secret key generated by the system that are specific to the security 

services and works as hidden agents for the next session to establish. The encryption and decryption utilizes 

the quantum three-pass protocol for the OTP, and finally detailed analysis is presented.    
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Introduction 
Security and privacy are the heart of cryptography that can practically achieves by modeling the mathematical 

transformation in references to the applied algorithms. Cryptography is one of core concept in information security 

that hides the original information when it passes through channels in medium. It is based on art and science on 

technologies  uses to corresponding role responsiveness at each associated resources, where the information during 

transit to be safe, secure and satisfies the security services like confidentiality, authentication, integrity, and non-

repudiation. With modernization of the security needs, cryptography is considered to be a mixed resultant of 

mathematical principles that can be implemented with science & technology, and finally to test to ensure for end 

users applicability [1]. The security services are the key ingredients in cryptography, where it can be achieving 

through the use of key generation, authentication, encryption, decryption, digital signatures etc.   

The quantum cryptography consists of the quantum mechanics and considering to be one of the most emerging 

fields in security. The quantum mechanics basically having an example in flow of information using light and its 

corresponding properties in the same. Using the same quantum cryptography, the first principle is given by Bennett 

in 1984 [2] and that has observed to unconditionally secure enough in keys distribution and protocol applicability. In 

relation to the same, the proposed protocol doesn’t allow the parties to share the secret information [3].   

In general the information is transformed into the sequence of computer bits      , known as binary or classical 

computing. In contrast to the same, quantum computing encodes the classical computing, named as ‘qubits’, which 

uses Dirac-Notation, that can be on or off at the same time, and this condition is known as superposition states. The 

difference and similarity to understand both the approaches on computation basis represented on          , which 

is applicable both for classical and quantum computing, but quantum uses as pure states as |0 or |1. The quantum 
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information in contrast to classical information releases probabilistic nature, that acts qubits be kept in superposition 

states, such as            represented in           , where      . Due probabilistic nature with its 

coefficients            , theoretically with the same infinite information can be encoded or accumulated into 

one qubit. But important to know, this is not applicable in integers. Therefore, one qubit is as large as to store key 

values, which is combinatorial be inaccessible. Instead of the same qubit is sufficient in storing the infinite 

information. But, there are some limitations; (i) this is not applicable to integers (ii) certain level of noise during 

transmission channel, and (iii) associated error correction requirements.   

The manuscript is organized in sections, section 2 contains the background details, section 3 contains the working 

principles of quantum three pass protocols, further in section 4, how the one-time pad can be used with quantum 

cryptography with quantum-three pass protocol works and their  security analysis is presented in the next section. At 

the end work is concluded in last.  

 

Background Details 
The quantum cryptography is an innovative approach based on discrete phenomena that works on the laws of 

quantum mechanics, such as the use of superposition and entanglement operations. The most unique property of 

quantum cryptography is not only protecting communications channels, but also the detection of a third party trying 

to break in and gain knowledge of the secret key. It is a method through which two users of a common 

communication channel generate a body of shared and secret string of information that can be used as a secret key 

for standard encryption to ensure secure communications.  

If we see the progress of quantum cryptography, it is initially be considered based on uncertainty principle of 

nondeterministic approach, but later be shown to be deterministic distribution on secure communications for 

exchanging of photons with classical channels [4] and secure communications using entanglement [5].  The 

weaknesses of the [5] is resolved out A. Wojcik and Q.Y. Cai in [6] and [7] with the eavesdropping on the quantum 

cryptography and eavesdropping without Ping-pong.  

A Shamir’s Quantum Three-Pass protocol is a new kind of quantum cryptography approach based on classical 

cryptography [8], and then the quantum three-pass protocol (QTPP) based on quantum superposition state is 

proposed [9] showing that there can be no key shared between the sender and receiver. Due to rapid growth in 

science and innovation in subsequent years given a wide applicability of quantum algorithms that likely to be 

working with the classical algorithms in cryptography but the quantum algorithm is based on the quantum laws and 

its mathematical laws in suggested in [10] a realizable quantum encryption algorithms for qubits and in [11] novel 

qubit block encryption algorithm with hybrid keys. Further to see in 2015 [12], the quantum cryptography has 

applied with image correction to proceed with the encryption techniques and quantum cryptography with quantum 

three pass protocol using the Hill-cipher techniques by Abdullah et all [13].  

 

Quantum Three-Pass Protocol (QTPP) 

The Quantum Three-Pass Protocol in cryptography has shown the matured behavior on its applicability in many 

applications. This protocol is an extension to Shamir’s three pass protocol on quantum cryptography. The 

implementation of the protocol uses quantum channels using the photon as a qubit. The qubit bit is encrypted on the 

photon by an angle    rotation, which is chosen randomly on qubit. This rotated operation is described as: 

 

       
          
           

                                  (1) 

 

This can be assumed in encryption with    as the encryption key, where its rotation in decryption is considered with 

an angle –   . In this protocol there is no shared keyed required on both the parties between sender and receiver.  

This logic is generalized for the sender as generation of secret key     where                 for each 

session. At the other end, receiver generates its own secret key     where                 for each session.  

The key generation is likely being negligible for the opponent to discover. The key generation for sender and 
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receiver changes with each qubit and each key is only used twice during key generation (one is used for encryption 

and second is used for decryption). For the n-qubits of the keys are continued till key generations. Therefore, the 

used key for both (sender and receiver) will prevent any information release related to the key, as well as data to be 

being infiltration. Now, if it is assumed that the plaintext   is single photon encrypted to the qubit as     , the 

sender and receiver generate their own key, key of the sender      and key of the receiver     . The sender 

encrypts the plaintext   with its generation key as the following: 

    
             

          

           
  

 
 
                                  (2) 

 

where   is the encryption with the sender key    , and the resulting is the superposition state      where the 

sender will send it to the receiver. The receiver receives the photon in      and encrypts it with its own key as the 

following: 

 

    
     

                                              ,                (3) 

 

where      is the superposition state. The receiver sends      back to the sender. The sender receives      and 

decrypts it by using the angle    but with rotation of     because there are decrypts in this case; then the results 

    send it back to the receiver as the following: 

 

    
     

     
          

                                ,           (4) 

where   is the decryption with the sender key    . The receiver receives      and decrypts it by using the angle    

but with rotation of     because there are decryptions in this case; then the receiver gets the plaintext   that the 

sender sends it   |as the following: 

    
     

                 
            

             
  

     

     
        (5) 

Finally, the receiver has the plaintext. Further, a proof of QTPP is presented in the next section.  

 

Proof of Quantum Three-Pass Protocol (QTPP) 

The use of Quantum Three-Pass Protocol (QTPP) in cryptography is to use encrypted messages as a single particle 

called quantum bits and then all the quantum bits are received using the QTPP as follows:  

(i) The sender sends quantum bit as   , after that it encrypts it to the photons by using the angle for 

the sender; I this proof, our assumption is   =75, then   is: 

    
          
           

 . 
 
 
 = 

          
           

  
 
 
 =                       (6) 

(ii) The receiver receives    and generate its own session angle as secret key, on   =30; then   is 

    
          
           

 .  
     
     

 = 
        
         

 .  
     
     

 = 
     

      
 =                   (7) 

(iii) The    is sent back to sender, the sender decrypts by rotating    by    =-75 and sends this 

superposition state to receiver by: 

    
            
             

 .  
     

      
 = 

           
          

 .  
     

      
 = 

     
     

 =                  (8) 

(iv) Now, the receiver decrypts the same by rotating an angle    by    . Then afterwards receiver 

receives the original message.    

                
             

 .  
     
     

 =          
        

 .  
     
     

 =  
 
            (9) 

 

This state     represents, this one is sent from sender. In the vice versa, from the receiver to sender works in the 

similar fashion, but only requirements to change in quantum bits in reverse order, as:  
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(v)               
           

 . 
 
 
 =           

           
   

 
 =                   (10) 

 

(vi)     
          
           

 .  
     

      
 = 

        
         

 .  
     

      
 = 

      
      

 =          

              (11) 

 

(vii)                 
             

 .  
      
     

 =            
          

 .  
      
     

 =       
     

 =          

                         (12) 

(viii)                 
             

 .  
     
     

 =          
        

 .  
     
     

 =  
 
   (13) 

 

One-Time Pad using QTPP 

In cryptography, Gilbert S. Vernam and Joseph O. Mauborgne proposed a truly random security approach, which is 

an enhancement over the Vernam cipher [14]. The idea suggested in the same is, according to the size of message a 

system uses a random key of the same size, and this key can be only be applicable to this message only. The security 

point of view, it is having special significance in correlation to the one-time uses. This can become as a unbreakable, 

and the given name as One-time pad. During the processing, it produces random output cipher text by bearing not a 

statistical relationship to the plaintext [15], [16]. Therefore, in a simple sense no way to break the security code, on 

the chosen plaintext.  In cryptography, where perfect security is one of the requirement One-Time Pads is best 

suitable as it can’t be cracked, but in relation to same it is having single-use and message length should not be less 

than or greater than the message size intake [17], [18]. In this technique, plaintext is shared with random secret key. 

Here, we can elaborate the same with one of the numerical example. A plaintext of the message is converted into 

numeric form or many be considered in the form of ASCII format, but here for simplicity purpose it can been 

considered in numeric form, like a=0, b=1, c=2, etc and a random secret key is considered. The cipher text of the 

message determines using plain text plus key modulus 26  

                                     (14) 

and further the plaintext of the message generation is using cipher text minus key mod 26.   

                                        (15) 

Example,  

 
 

IT%26:                 8  5    25 12  16     14   8      6     15  20 19 18 9      7  15 16   0   8   8  11 14 18  4  9     22  5   22  21 10  7  4  22  

Ciphertext (CT):  I   F    C   F    M     Q   O      I     G    P   U  T  S      J   H  P    A  I    I   L  O   S   E  J     W  F   W   V  K   H E W  

Plaintext:               C   O    V   I  D      S     U   P     E   R   H   E   R    O   E  S    A  R  E    T  H E I  R     W A R  R   I   O     R  S 
                               2   14   21 8  3      18   20   15   4   17  7    4   17   14  4  18   0  17 4    19 7  4  8 17    22 0 17 17  8  14   17 18  

Transmission Media 

CT-Key:                 2  -12 21  8  3       - 8  -6  -11    4   17  7    4   -9    -12 4  -8    0  -9  4  -7  7   4  -18 -9   22 0  17   17  8  -12 -9  18  

 (CT-Key)%26:  2   14   21 8  3      18   20  15    4   17 7      4   17   14  4  18    0  17 4   19 7  4    8  17  22 0 17 17  8  14   17 18 

 Plaintext:            C   O    V I   D     S     U   P      E  R   H    E   R     O  E  S      A  R  E  T   H E    I  R    W A R  R   I   O   R    S 

Ciphertext (CT):   I   F   C     F     M     Q    O     I       G   P    U   T    S       J  H   P       A   I   I    L   O    S   E   J     W   F  W  V  K    H   E  W 

                             8  5  25  12  16    14   8    6       15 20 19  18 9      7 15  16    0   8  8   1114 18 4   9    22  5  22  21  10  7   4    22 

      Key:                G   R    E    E   N       W     O    R      L    D   M   O   S      T    L   Y     A R   E     S   H  O  W   S    A  F  F   E   C   T      N     E                          
                      6  17  4    4  13      22   14  17   11   3   12 14 18    19 11 24   0 17 4    18 7  14 22 18  0  5  5   4   2   19   13  4   

Initial Total(IT):   8  31  25 12  16     40   34   32   15  20 19 18 35    33 15 42   0 34  8    37 14 18 30 35  22 5 22 21 10 33 30 22   
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Security Analysis 

The proposed security is directly augmenting the behavior of Quantum Three Pass Protocol using the qbits, where 

the opponent is having likely to be impossible to decipher the sender and receiver private keys. The plaintext of the 

information cannot be find random secret key of the one-time pad too. In addition to the same the entanglement of 

keys is hard to get for the opponents qbits as the data are transmitted in three states such as sender-to-receiver, 

receiver-to-sender, and sender-to-receiver.   In the transmission medium, the key exchange are applied that gives the 

benefits of quantum three pass protocols and  gets the advantages of one-time pad. Therefore, the double precision 

security is available by using this hybrid mode. 

 

Conclusion 

The quantum technology is an innovative in the sense of propagation of information’s using lights and its properties 

involved. As a security concern, the private data are important for one and all, where quantum cryptography 

working as one the most challenging to crack for the opponent. The proposed work is simulated with quantum three 

pass protocols (QTPP) key exchange protocol and key concept one-time pad techniques used are adding the 

tremendous advantages to use the same with any of the services to use.  A double precision value addition in 

security services are always been a demand to implement for deployment purpose. Here in the work classical 

encryption techniques by one-time pad and use of QTPP relies on the principles of cryptography. The used protocol 

is having distinguish properties to apply. The security and implementation are well analyzed to conclude the 

proposed analogy can be right enough to prevent quantum attacks as well as classified attacks.  
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